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You’Re Not the Boss of Me - Ranarda Nash
2020-01-09
Alex is a young student in Elementary that’s
being bullied by a much older student. Jessica
been bullying Alex for a long time. Alex takes the
bullying for a while then decide that it’s to much
to deal with. Alex never told anyone about her
being bullied, Alex breaks down after the last
incident. She ran away from home so nobody
could find her. After searching and searching for
Alex her parents finally found her three days
later but not in the way that they wanted her to
be. After getting her back home and nourishing
her back to health, her parents transferred her
from her long time child hood school leaving her
sad. As Alex attend her new school she begins to
like it and meet new friends. Alex cousins attend
school with her, after months of being at her
new school she learns that her cousin is being a
bully. Alex cousin being a bully lead up to a
school shooting leaving the staff and his parents
in tears !!!!!!
No Rest for the Weary - Jonathan Gaines
2009-01-01
Sometimes success could be the best revenge.
However, what do you do when someone from
your past feels like your success is owed to
them, and will stop at nothing to get what they
feel they're due? For Brian (BJ) Johnson an
urban fiction writer, life couldn't be more
complete. He has a beautiful wife and kids, an

up and coming publication company, and a
bestselling novel in stores. Nonetheless, when
Brian returns to his hometown for a book signing
he finds himself caught up in a situation that
could cost him everything....including his
life.Anthony (Mac) McKinney is a slick talking
womanizer with more game than Michael Jordan
in his prime when it comes to women. Mac has
only one goal in life, that is to have a wild
unrestricted threesome, that's until he finds
himself in the dead center of a dangerous love
triangle where sex become the last thing on his
mind.
The Lost Girls of Willowbrook - Ellen Marie
Wiseman 2022-08-30
In her most powerful novel to date, New York
Times bestselling author Ellen Marie Wiseman
masterfully viscerally evokes the real-life
Willowbrook State School, the infamous Staten
Island, New York, mental institution that
shocked a nation when exposed in the 1970s as a
dumping ground for unwanted children. Girl,
Interrupted meets Shutter Island in this gripping
narrative of social injustice, survival, and a
young woman determined to find her sister.
Sage Winters always knew her sister was a little
different even though they were identical twins.
They loved the same things and shared a deep
understanding, but Rosemary--awake to every
emotion, easily moved to joy or tears--seemed to
need more protection from the world. Six years
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after Rosemary's death from pneumonia, Sage,
now sixteen, still misses her deeply. Their
mother perished in a car crash, and Sage's
stepfather, Alan, resents being burdened by a
responsibility he never wanted. Yet despite
living as near strangers in their Staten Island
apartment, Sage is stunned to discover that Alan
has kept a shocking secret: Rosemary didn't die.
She was committed to Willowbrook State School
and has lingered there until just a few days ago,
when she went missing. Sage knows little about
Willowbrook. It's always been a place shrouded
by rumor and mystery. A place local parents
threaten to send misbehaving kids. With no idea
what to expect, Sage secretly sets out for
Willowbrook, determined to find Rosemary.
What she learns, once she steps through its
doors and is mistakenly believed to be her sister,
will change her life in ways she never could
imagined . . . Advance Praise for THE LOST
GIRLS OF WILLOWBROOK: "Thank goodness for
historians like Ellen Marie Wiseman who refuse
to let the horrors inflicted on the disabled be
relegated to the forgotten attic of time. The Lost
Girls of Willowbrookj is historical fiction blended
with a riveting mystery that makes for a mustread of 2022." - Pamela Klinger-Horn, Valley
Bookseller (Stillwater, MN) "Uniquely plotted,
this is a fascinating inner-look inside a place we
have only heard about through urban legends
and grainy news reels...Compulsively readable
and incredibly intriguing to research on the side
as you read." - Kerr Clemm, Anderson's
Bookshop (Chicago, IL) "In a story so gripping
you'll be unable to pull your eyes from the page,
the author tells us a tale based on the
unbelievable reality that was Willowbrook in
New York a half-century ago. This is a bonechilling narrative written by a master storyteller.
Characters step from the page fully formed. The
dialogue is superbly crafted, and the outcome
is... well, you'll have to read that for yourself. I
love this story!" - Linda Bond, Auntie's Bookstore
(Spokane, WA)
Absurdistan and Super Sad True Love Story:
Two Bestselling Novels - Gary Shteyngart
2013-11-04
Heralded as “one of his generation’s most
original and exhilarating writers” by The New
York Times, Gary Shteyngart has fused his
literary chops and biting humor into one-of-a-

kind fiction that provokes, inspires, and
entertains—sometimes all at once. Throughout
the two bestselling novels in this eBook bundle,
Absurdistan and Super Sad True Love Story,
Shteyngart is at the height of his powers: “wildly
funny” (San Francisco Chronicle), “freakishly
intelligent” (Elle), “ridiculously witty and
painfully prescient” (Time). Don’t miss Gary
Shteyngart’s highly anticipated memoir, Little
Failure, an American immigrant story of a
lifelong misfit who finally finds his place in the
world, told with the author’s sharp powers of
observation, self-deprecating humor, surprising
revelations, and moving insights into the human
heart. ABSURDISTAN “Exuberant, wise,
hilarious . . . a long, funny, heartbreaking lament
for home, whatever that means, and wherever
that might be.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review
Meet Misha Vainberg, son of the 1,238th-richest
man in Russia and a 325-pound patriot of no
country save New York City. Misha just wants to
live in the South Bronx with his hot Latina
girlfriend, but after his gangster father murders
an Oklahoma businessman, all hopes of a U.S.
visa are lost. Salvation lies in tiny, oil-rich
Absurdistan, where a crooked consular officer
will sell Misha a Belgian passport. Then civil war
breaks out, a local warlord installs Misha as
minister of multicultural affairs, and our hero
finds himself fighting for his life, falling in love,
and trying to figure out if a normal life is still
possible in the twenty-first century. SUPER SAD
TRUE LOVE STORY “Wonderful . . . [combines]
the tenderness of the Chekhovian tradition with
the hormonal high jinks of a Judd Apatow
movie.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times
In the near future, America is crushed by a
financial crisis, and our patient Chinese
creditors may just be ready to foreclose on the
whole mess. Then Lenny Abramov, son of a
Russian immigrant janitor and ardent fan of
“printed, bound media artifacts” (aka books),
meets Eunice Park, an impossibly cute and
impossibly cruel Korean American woman with a
major in Images and a minor in Assertiveness.
Could falling in love redeem a planet falling
apart? All Lenny has to do is convince his fickle
new love that there is still value in being a real
human being. Praise for Gary Shteyngart
“Compared with most young novelists his age . .
. Shteyngart is a giant mounted on horseback.
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He ranges more widely, sees more sweepingly
and gets where he’s going with far more
aplomb.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Obscenely gifted . . . [His] prose never fails to
pop, and nothing escapes his satiric
eye.”—Entertainment Weekly “The Joseph Heller
of the information age.”—Salon “His imagination
is either warped or prophetic; you choose. But
his writing is brilliant.”—The Seattle Times “Not
since mid-seventies Woody Allen has anyone
cracked so wise and so well.”—Esquire “There is
no one better at skewering social systems.”—The
Wall Street Journal
Wet Brown Bread - Sha-Shana Reid 2009-01-26
This journey is based on a girl who finds out that
her life is the product of a brutal rape. With
time, Sad discovers more and more about herself
and the people around her, the connections
between them and their place in her past. She is
emotionally detached from herself and allows
her father to invade the most delicate parts of
her. With life in an orphanage as her only
foundation, Sad finds it difficult to stray away
from unhealthy ways of living and all that
provides her with constancy. So, she makes
decisions that best fit her survival needs.
The Corner of Heartbreak and Forever Addison Cole 2019-02-13
Fall in love with Addison Cole's rich and
romantic storytelling, and discover the magic of
the Montgomerys. The Corner of Heartbreak and
Forever is a standalone novel featuring a fiercely
loyal hero and a smart, sassy heroine. In The
Corner of Heartbreak and Forever… Leaving
New York City and returning to her hometown to
teach a screenplay writing class seems like just
the break Grace Montgomery needs. Until her
sisters wake her at four thirty in the morning to
watch the hottest guys in town train wild horses
and she realizes that escaping her sisters’
drama-filled lives was a lot easier from hundreds
of miles away. To make matters worse, she spots
the one man she never wanted to see
again—ruggedly handsome Reed Cross. Reed
was one of Michigan’s leading historical
preservation experts, but on the heels of
catching his girlfriend in bed with his business
partner, his uncle suffers a heart attack. Reed
cuts all ties and returns home to Oak Falls to run
his uncle’s business. A chance encounter with
Grace, his first love, brings back memories he’s

spent years trying to escape. Grace is bound and
determined not to fall under Reed’s spell
again—and Reed wants more than another taste
of the woman he’s never forgotten. When a
midnight party brings them together, passion
ignites and old wounds are opened. Grace sets
down the ground rules for the next three weeks.
No touching, no kissing, and if she has it her
way, no breathing, because every breath he
takes steals her ability to think. But Reed has
other ideas… ** The Corner of Heartbreak and
Forever is a Sweet with Heat novel and conveys
all of the passion you'd expect to find between
two people in love without any graphic scenes or
harsh language. If you're looking for a more
explicit romance, pick up the steamy edition,
Embracing Her Heart, written by New York
Times bestselling author Melissa Foster. Addison
Cole is Melissa's sweet-romance pen name.
ALSO AVAILABLE for your binge-reading
pleasure, more fun, flirty, and romantic love
stories. The Seaside and Bayside series are set
in the quaint small towns of Cape Cod, and the
Bradens feature fiercely loyal heroes and sassy
heroines set in small towns and the big city-making them all, perfect beach reads! SWEET
WITH HEAT: SEASIDE SUMMERS SERIES
Read, Write, Love at Seaside Dreaming at
Seaside Hearts at Seaside Sunsets at Seaside
Secrets at Seaside Nights at Seaside Seized by
Love at Seaside Embraced at Seaside Lovers at
Seaside Whispers at Seaside SWEET WITH
HEAT: BAYSIDE SUMMERS SERIES Sweet Love
at Bayside Sweet Passions at Bayside Sweet
Heat at Bayside Sweet Escape at Bayside
SWEET WITH HEAT: WESTON BRADENS A
Love So Sweet Our Sweet Destiny Unraveling
the Truth About Love The Art of Loving Lacy
Promise of a New Beginning And Then There
Was Us ** "Addison Cole's stories are the perfect
blend of sizzle and sweet. You won't be able to
stop reading." - New York Times bestselling
author RaeAnne Thayne "Romance, fun,
emotions, and happily ever afters that will warm
your heart, Addison Cole writes charming and
unforgettable stories about real people and love
in its most wonderfully moving forms." - New
York Times bestselling author Violet Duke
"Addison Cole has created characters you'll fall
in love with and a seaside world you'll never
want to leave." USA Today bestselling author
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Chris Keniston "An absolute treat to read and
cannot wait for more from Addison Cole." ~ New
York Times bestselling author Sawyer Bennett
(aka Juliette Poe, on "Read, Write, Love at
Seaside") *** Addison Cole is the sweet alter ego
of New York Times and USA Today bestselling
and award-winning author Melissa Foster. She
writes humorous and emotional sweet
contemporary romance. Her books do not
include explicit sex scenes or harsh language.
Addison spends her summers on Cape Cod,
where she dreams up wonderful love stories in
her house overlooking Cape Cod Bay. Addison
enjoys discussing her books with book clubs and
reader groups and welcomes an invitation to
your event. The perfect beach read for fans of
Susan Mallery, Debbie Macomber, Sherryl
Woods, Linda Lael Miller, Brenda Novak, Inglath
Cooper, and other big-family, small-town
romance fans. Sweet with Heat heroes are
wealthy and loyal, and you're guaranteed to
enjoy a loving happily ever after.
Not Afraid - Daniele Bolelli 2015-12-01
This book is a meditation on facing fear,
heartbreak, and mortality. It is the story of a
man who in rapid succession has his wife die in
his arms, loses his house and his job, and is left
to care for his 19-month old daughter. Oddly
enough, the best tools for coping with all of this
were those he learned in more than two decades
of the martial arts practice. Not Afraid tackles
this extremely heavy subject matter in a lighthearted style and with an attitude that
acknowledges pain and suffering but denies
them dominion over one's life. In his own
irreverent and inimitable style, Daniele Bolleli
tells the story of his courtship and marriage,
which would have been a sweet story had not all
hell broken loose. Or as he puts it, "Hell was a
ninja who entered my house without being seen.
It all began in such an unremarkable way that it
barely registered as anything meaningful. Little
did I know that the experiences of the next five
months would rip me apart and kill me. They
would re-forge me into a different man. On that
day, I became an unwilling traveler on a journey
through the heart of fear. Every step along the
way has forced me to face my fears time and
time again." In autobiographical fashion, Not
Afraid recounts how martial arts practice and
personally relating to fear-inducing experiences

can affect and shape one's personality. The
result is a page-turning book about beauty as
well as tragedy, hope as well as despair.
Billboard - 1965-08-14
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Home - Morsus Engel
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Beyond Second Chances: Heartbreak to Joy Shirley Quiring Mozena 2015-09-21
A woman who knows grief and loss after the
death of her second husband, is jilted just before
an ill-advised remarriage, yet retains her trust in
a loving God. Shirley Quiring Mozena leans on
her relationship with her faithful God while
experiencing the pangs of loneliness and regret.
Weaving in her family's backstory, she tells of a
shy pastor's daughter who through dramatic life
experiences learned a deep trust in God's
faithfulness in all circumstances. When a new
man in her life appears, can Shirley trust his
love? One woman's story of love triumphing over
loss will strengthen and inspire.
Imagined Love - Diamond Drake 2012-08-31
Willa Caldwell jumps in and out of her volatile
and sometimes violent marriage seemingly
unaware of the affects her actions have on
daughter Jade. Lonely and insecure, Jade often
falls prey to those eager to take advantage of her
desperate need for love and acceptance. And
both she and Willa endure heartache at the
hands of those who claim to love them most. As
a young adult Jade decides to leave her
hometown of Gary, IN, as well as the pain of her
past to start anew in sunny California. Sadly,
things dont go as hoped and shes left wondering
if shell ever experience real love or if it will
always be . . . Imagined Love. Diamonds debut
novel will leave you thirsty for more. Wanda B.
Campbell, best selling author of Illusions This
book is one you will fall in love with . . . Dot
Magazine I truly enjoyed reading Imagined
Love! Turning Pages Book Club Five stars!
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OOSA Book Club
Billboard - 1965-08-21
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Our Heartbreaking Choices - Christie Brooks
2008-10-24
This book is about abortion, but more
specifically, about abortions sought due to a
poor prenatal diagnosis or due to serious
maternal health complications. This book
contains 46 personal stories, each one from a
woman who decided to interrupt a much-wanted
and oftentimes much-planned pregnancy. There
is very little societal support for parents who
make this decision, which leaves most parents to
deal with their sadness and grief alone. The
purpose of the book is to share our stories in the
hopes of helping other parents who have
undergone a similar loss to feel less alone, less
isolated, and less stigmatized. We hope to give a
voice to all who have suffered a similar loss and
to show that there are situations in which
abortion is the most moral option. Although the
focus of the book is to provide support to those
who will make or have made a similar decision,
we don't cast judgment on those who choose
abortion for other reasons or those who choose
to carry a pregnancy to term despite a poor
prenatal diagnosis. We support all parents in
choosing the path that is best for them. We
support ALL choices.
Love, Lost and Heartbreak- a Family's
Mystery - Marcello Matthews 2022-07-14
Growing up in a world that’s already cold,
gruesome, and full of mischief, you look to count
on family, or should you? This particular family
will learn how important it is to lean on one
another. A single mom raising two girls will go
through so many ups and downs, but will learn
to overcome any obstacles. The two sisters,
Emily and Ashley, will have to learn to work with
each other, even if it seems like problems after
problems keep happening. Through heartbreaks,
love, death, and deception, this family will be
pushed to their limits. Joanna, Emily and
Ashley’s mother is a very strong individual who

would give up her life to save her two girls and
make sure that they have everything. This is a
lesson that will test to see how much you are
willing to be pushed to help and protect those
who are close. Together, they will have to figure
out their place in life and the important roles
they play to one another. Trust will play a
significant role in their lives.
The Ultimate Heartbreak - Carolyn D. Smith
2012-08-06
Selena is the timid, frightened wife of Fred
Turner. He has taken their son, Ronny, who is
now five years old, and refuses to give him back.
Now Selena is in the fight of her life. With
newfound courage and the help of friends, she is
going to get her son back. Fred has turned into
someone to be feared. He is not the husband she
married. The months their son has been with his
father and his father’s girlfriend have been the
unhappiest time for Ronny. He is feeling the pain
of not seeing his mother, but he must play the
Fred Game to avoid his father’s rage.
The Heartbreak Sheriff - Elle Kennedy
2018-01-15
A sheriff gets a second chance—but must
balance his love for the law with his love for this
woman—in the dramatic romantic suspense by
New York Times bestselling author Elle
Kennedy! Single mom Sarah Connelly can’t
believe the man she used to be in love with is
throwing her in prison! Sheriff Patrick “Finn”
Finnegan keeps assuring Sarah he’ll get her out
of this mess, but her trust in him was annihilated
long ago. Still, just being in his larger-than-life
presence sets Sarah’s pulse racing…. Finn
knows in his heart Sarah is innocent of
murdering Teresa Donovan. But he can’t ignore
the overwhelming evidence against Sarah—nor
the desire he still feels for her. Somehow, he’s
got to find the real killer and convince the only
woman he’ll ever love to give him a second
chance. Originally published in 2012
From Heartbeat to Heartbreak - Caroline R
Poole 2018-07-17
According to the Office for National Statistics,
there were over 3000 stillbirths in England and
Wales in 2016. Despite this, a silence often
surrounds the subject. Now Caroline R Poole
writes an emotive memoir recounting her own
stillbirth experience, setting out to offer readers
a unique insight into the emotional impact of this
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tragedy. When Caroline found out she was
pregnant in 2009, she was overjoyed to learn
that she was due to have a baby girl. But at the
age of twenty, Caroline experienced
complications which threatened not only her life,
but that of her unborn daughter. Caroline had
developed severe pre-eclampsia and HELLP
syndrome, which resulted in the stillbirth of her
daughter, Olivia. Exposing the harsh truth
behind society’s approach to stillbirth and
challenging the idea that parents should carry
on as before, Caroline speaks out to raise
awareness about stillbirth. She hopes that her
book will reach out to other families living with
the devastation of losing a child.
Heartbreak at Roosevelt Ranch - Elise Faber
2018-12-30
I had it all. Two beautiful children. A gainfully
employed husband. A successful food blog. The
only thing missing from my life was . . . heat.
And I wanted to live. To live loudly and without
fear. I also wanted my husband to think I was as
hot as I was when we were high school
sweethearts. More, I wanted what my sister had:
love, passion, and a husband whose love was
infinite. Because something was happening with
Rob. Had he fallen out of love with me? Had he
found someone else? Was I not— Sigh. Was I not
enough?
Heartbreak Hotel - Anne Rivers Siddons
2007-07-03
A storm breaks across the campus when
unexpected events cause Maggie to reject
fraternity parties, homecoming queen contests,
Elvis Presley records, and the other aspects of
Southern college life in the 1950s.
This Isn't You, Baby - K Webster 2016-10-14
***This is the fourth book in the series. First
three books must be read first in order to
understand this story line.*** I was a pawn.
Weak and someone easily manipulated. To be
played with as he saw fit. Until YOU. YOU shone
light in my now dark world. It was YOU who
made me smile. For the first time in this game, I
had hope. All because of YOU. The more
powerful pieces on the board, however, were a
threat to YOU and me. They would win at any
cost. Two kings ruling with an iron fist. Allies or
opponents, it was hard to tell. YOU promised to
save me. Told me we would win. But then I was
on the wrong side of the board. This isn't YOU,

baby. And I don't know what to do. The game is
almost over and I'm counting on YOU. Tick,
tock... Warning: This Isn’t You, Baby is a dark
romance. Strong sexual themes, excessive drug
use, and violence, which could trigger emotional
distress, are found in this story. If you are
sensitive to dark themes, then this story is not
for YOU. This story will make YOU smile. This
story will make YOU angry. This story will make
YOU crazy. I hope YOU love it, baby.
I Will Love You Forever - Cori Salchert
2018-03-01
A True Story about Life, Love, and Healing
through Heartbreak As Seen on Kathie Lee &
Hoda on 12/21/17! A baby girl was born without
a right or left hemisphere of her brain. Doctors
said she was essentially in a vegetative state,
unable to see or hear—that there was no hope
for her. Relinquished under the state’s Safe
Haven Law, this two-week-old unnamed baby
girl found her way to Cori and Mark Salchert’s
home. Despite the infant’s grim medical
diagnosis, Cori knew she couldn’t allow this
beautiful baby girl to spend her few days on
earth alone and unloved. Cori took the baby girl
home and named her Emmalynn . I Will Love
You Forever reveals one woman's decades-long
quest to find healing and redemption after the
accidental death of her sister as a child. God has
used hospice babies—those left to live and die
without family to care for them—to mend Cori's
broken heart. Bringing these fragile hospice
babies into their home, Cori and her family have
promised to hold them briefly, until their last
breath on this side of heaven, but to love them
forever and always. The loving actions of Cori
and her family show that we can do all things
through Christ who gives us strength. Cori’s
poignant story will strengthen your faith. . . It
will touch your heart. Bonus! Features full-color
photos of Cori and her family.
All Your Perfects - Colleen Hoover 2018-07-17
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The
#1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends
with Us—whose writing is “emotionally
wrenching and utterly original” (Sara Shepard,
New York Times bestselling author of the Pretty
Little Liars series)—delivers a tour de force
novel about a troubled marriage and the one old
forgotten promise that might be able to save it.
Quinn and Graham’s perfect love is threatened
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by their imperfect marriage. The memories,
mistakes, and secrets that they have built up
over the years are now tearing them apart. The
one thing that could save them might also be the
very thing that pushes their marriage beyond
the point of repair. All Your Perfects is a
profound novel about a damaged couple whose
potential future hinges on promises made in the
past. This is a heartbreaking page-turner that
asks: Can a resounding love with a perfect
beginning survive a lifetime between two
imperfect people?
Sad But True - Billy Bond 2008-10-08
Entrepreneur, Sebastian Farrar's life is turned
upside down when his father is murdered.
Suddenly propelled into a world of corruption,
deceit and betrayal, he is deceived by the
woman he loves.
Love, Lust & Heartbreak: 50 Romance
Classics in One Collection - Henry James
2020-04-20
e-artnow offers you this warm and meticulously
edited collection for these stressful times:
Romeo & Juliet by William Shakespeare (Play)
Romeo & Juliet (Prose Version) Evelina (Fanny
Burney) Camilla (Fanny Burney) Pride and
Prejudice (Jane Austen) Sense and Sensibility
(Jane Austen) Mansfield Park (Jane Austen)
Emma (Jane Austen) Persuasion (Jane Austen)
The Sorrows of Young Werther (Goethe) Jane
Eyre (Charlotte Brontë) Villette (Charlotte
Brontë) Wuthering Heights (Emily Brontë) The
Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne Brontë) The Red
and the Black (Stendhal) Lorna Doone (R.D.
Blackmore) Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre
Choderlos de Laclos) The Portrait of a Lady
(Henry James) The Wings of the Dove (Henry
James) Scarlet Letter (Nathaniel Hawthorne)
Adam Bede (George Eliot) Anna Karenina (Leo
Tolstoy) Far from the Madding Crowd (Thomas
Hardy) Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy)
North and South (Elizabeth Gaskell) Wives and
Daughters (Elizabeth Gaskell) The Age of
Innocence (Edith Wharton) Little Women (Louisa
May Alcott) An Old-Fashioned Girl (Louisa May
Alcott) The Lady of the Camellias (Alexandre
Dumas) The House of a Thousand Candles
(Meredith Nicholson) Great Expectations
(Charles Dickens) The Phantom of the Opera
(Gaston Leroux) A Room with a View (E. M.
Forster) The Beautiful and Damned (F. Scott

Fitzgerald) Jennie Gerhardt (Theodore Dreiser)
Ann Veronica (H. G. Wells) The Enchanted Barn
(Grace Livingston Hill) The Girl from Montana
(Grace Livingston Hill) The Miranda Trilogy
(Grace Livingston Hill) Marcia Schuyler Phoebe
Deane Miranda The Agony Column (Earl
DerrBiggers) The Bride of Lammermoor (Walter
Scott) Night and Day (Virginia Woolf) Affairs of
State (Burton Egbert Stevenson) Jill the Reckless
(P.G. Wodehouse) The Black Moth (Georgette
Heyer) The Transformation of Philip Jettan
(Georgette Heyer) And Both Were Young
(Madeleine L'Engle) Penny Plain (O. Douglas)
The Awakening (Kate Chopin)
A Love That Will Endure: Four Historical
Romance Novellas - Doreen Milstead 2017-11-21
Learning To Fly – A man advertises for a mail
order bride and is very surprised at the woman
who arrives on the train platform PLUS Lonely
Crippled Thomas & His Surprise Mail Order
Bride - Thomas lives virtually alone in his house
in Pennsylvania with only his cousin to look after
him. His legs were damaged in a railway
accident and the only way he can get around his
house is by crawling, or by means of an awkward
chaise lounge and prototype wheelchair that his
cousin pushes. He loses his faith and reads only
controversial books, and his neighbors begin to
despise him PLUS Mail Order Bride Detective - A
woman from Ohio investigates a mail order bride
fraud, and then decides to head off to meet a
man who she had corresponded with and for
whom her dead husband held high regards PLUS
One Heart For Love - A woman from England,
missing an arm because of a birth defect, takes a
chance on love to go out west and possibly
marry a man with one leg.
Family Heartbreak - Jenny Phillips 2019-03-29
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), 1974 At the age of seven,
Jessie continues to experience life like no child
should have to. A disagreement with Jessie's dad
(Bert) sees Jessie's mother (Marie) admitted into
hospital and Jessie removed from the care of her
parents and being placed in a children's home.
Marie fights Bert in court and wins custody.
Leaving her new-found friend, Rose, and the
home is a bittersweet experience for Jessie.
Following Marie's marriage to Chris, the three of
them leave Zimbabwe and migrate to Australia.
Settling into a country on the other side of the
world proves difficult for all three of them. When
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Jessie is caught shoplifting, she tries to take her
life by overdosing on tablets and becomes a
damaged soul, with nowhere to turn. At high
school, Jessie befriends a boy by the name of
Bryce and after an initial annoyance period,
their friendship develops into something more.
The Child I Never Had - Kate Hewitt 2022-02-10
“WOW!!!!… Clear your schedules and grab the
tissues as you will need them!!!… It had me in
tears by the end and I do not cry easily!!!… An
absolutely unputdownable, addictive and
compelling devastatingly beautiful
heartbreaking book!!! I LOVED it!”
Bookworm86, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ If you had to make an
impossible choice to save your long-lost
daughter, you would… wouldn’t you? It’s a warm
early summer’s evening when Mia’s doorbell
rings. She opens the door to see a teenage girl
standing in the shadow beyond the porch
light—and in an instant she knows who it is.
Daisy, the daughter she gave up as a baby. Daisy
steps forward, as she says tearfully “I’m sorry I
didn’t call first. But something happened. And I
really needed… you.” Seventeen years before,
knowing she couldn’t possibly give her beautiful
little girl Daisy the future she deserved, Mia
made the hardest decision of her life—to give
her up. And Suzanne seemed the perfect
adoptive mother: calm, stable, and full of love for
the daughter she’d always dreamed of having.
The two mothers promised to keep
communication open, so Daisy could have Mia’s
love and support along with Suzanne’s. But as
the years passed, Mia moved away, and their
visits happened less. Now Daisy is almost a
stranger to Mia—angry, closed and
broken—nothing like the tiny girl she once
couldn’t bear to say goodbye to. But now Daisy
has arrived on Mia’s doorstep, and she says she
has a terrible secret. One she can never tell
Suzanne. And she believes the only person who
can help her is Mia. Her birth mother. Mia,
however, has secrets of her own. Ones she is
afraid to let Daisy or anyone else know. And
while Suzanne desperately seeks a way to bring
her child home, can Mia overcome her past to
help the girl they both call their daughter in her
darkest hour before it’s too late? Totally
gripping emotional women’s fiction from the
author guaranteed to make readers cry. Kate
Hewitt’s story will grab you by the heartstrings

and never let you go. Perfect for fans of Jodi
Picoult, Diane Chamberlain and Jojo Moyes.
Readers are loving The Child I Never Had:
“Whew. This was a very emotional novel, from
page one… A beautiful, heart-wrenching, at
times overwhelming novel about truth,
forgiveness, and family… Uttering captivating.”
KKEC Reads, 5 stars “Absolutely
heartbreaking… Kate Hewitt’s books should
come with a warning: only read if you’ve plenty
of boxes of tissues in the house because tears
will be shed and heart-strings will be severed…
Intensely emotional… Brilliant.” Bookish
Jottings, 5 stars “Brilliant... Emotional but
uplifting, a really heart wrenching read that you
will need tissues for! I dare the hardest of hearts
to not shed a tear!” NetGalley reviewer “Very
emotional… It had me reading it long after I
should have gone to sleep as I just could not put
it down. I loved it.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
“I was transfixed. It was emotionally painful to
put the book down, especially considering I had
a math exam coming up. But it was totally worth
it… Brilliant… Please read it!” BookGuru, 5 stars
“Kate Hewitt never seems to stop amazing me
with her beautifully written emotional stories
that have the ability to make you cry… I often
found myself both happy and sad… A book you
can immerse yourself into.’ Sinfully Wicked Book
Reviews, 5 stars “An absolute rollercoaster of a
read, this book will have you reeling!.” The
Motherload Book Club, 5 stars “Emotional… Has
so much love… Such a wonderful, heartfelt novel
that I truly enjoyed and read in a day!… Twists
that will leave you gasping as secrets are
revealed!” Goodreads reviewer
I Love You Baby Girl - Desire Night
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The Sad Girl - Bob Mueller 2016-06-03
When Danny Cumberland went to prison, Pierce
Brosnan was still James Bond. Eighteen months
after he got out of prison, he found out he had a
daughter. She'd been kidnapped and murdered
just a year before he was paroled. Danny is
staying out of trouble, trying to run a business,
and learning to fit back into a world that left him
behind twelve years ago. He's also trying to
piece together the life of a child he never knew.
As he digs deeper into the investigation,
questions start popping up. Her body was the
wrong height. Her hair color was wrong. But the
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DNA matched, didn't it? DNA is never wrong. Is
it? If she's still alive, saving her means violating
his parole and lying to people he's come to care
about. How far will an ex-con go to rescue a
daughter he never knew who isn’t even
supposed to be alive?
I Love You Baby Girl - Desire Night 2013-02-01
Sarah would classify herself as an average girl
that grew up in the small city of Watertown, in
Upstate New York. As you read about what
Sarah went through in her childhood years, you
will realize that Sarah is anything but "average".
Sarah's childhood memories are riddled with
such visions as a young boy tied to a chair,
watching her father beat her mother, the list
goes on and on from physical abuse to sexual
abuse, there are no limits to how far the
predators in Sarah's life will go. Experience the
pain of child abuse and child sexual abuse
through Sarah's eyes, watch as she
demonstrates the strength to fight, cry with her
as she feels defeated and wants to give up and
rejoice, for in the end she was able to triumph.
The Girl No One Wanted - Maggie Hartley
2017-12-21
She was the girl no one wanted. Violent and
disruptive, no foster carer could cope with
Leanne's behaviour. Can Maggie Hartley
succeed where so many others failed? Perfect
for fans of Cathy Glass, Casey Watson, Angela
Hart and Rosie Lewis. ***** A TRUE SHORT
STORY BY THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR MAGGIE HARTLEY Eleven-year-old
Leanne is out of control. Since being taken into
care at the age of three, she has had over forty
placements, each carer less able to cope with
her anger and destruction than the last. Late one
night, foster carer Maggie Hartley receives a
terrified call from Leanne's current placement,
who has barricaded herself in her bathroom to
protect herself from Leanne's rage. With the
police on standby, Maggie manages to diffuse
the situation but Leanne is left without a home
once more. Maggie is Leanne's only hope. But
this is her last chance. If this placement fails,
she will have to be put in a secure unit. Then
Leanne threatens Maggie with a knife and
makes accusations against her that have to be
investigated by Maggie's superiors. Where most
others would simply walk away, Maggie refuses
to give up on the little girl who's never known

love. Can Maggie get through to Leanne and
begin to help her heal? Will the girl no one
wanted find her forever home? A true short story
by The Sunday Times bestselling foster carer
Maggie Hartley. Perfect for fans of Cathy Glass,
Casey Watson, Angela Hart and Rosie Lewis.
The Girl in the Letter: The most gripping,
heartwrenching page-turner of the year Emily Gunnis 2018-08-01
'A great book, truly hard to put down. Fast
paced, brilliantly plotted and desperately sad at
times - all hallmarks of a bestseller' Lesley
Pearse on The Girl in the Letter 'I was gripped
by The Girl in the Letter. The story is
compelling, twisty, heart-wrenching and
thought-provoking. A novel that stays with you'
Sophie Kinsella Perfect for fans of Kate Morton
and Kathryn Hughes, this gripping novel of longburied secrets will stay with you for ever. A
heartbreaking letter. A girl locked away. A
mystery to be solved. 1956. When Ivy Jenkins
falls pregnant she is sent in disgrace to St
Margaret's, a dark, brooding house for
unmarried mothers. Her baby is adopted against
her will. Ivy will never leave. Present day.
Samantha Harper is a journalist desperate for a
break. When she stumbles on a letter from the
past, the contents shock and move her. The
letter is from a young mother, begging to be
rescued from St Margaret's. Before it is too late.
Sam is pulled into the tragic story and discovers
a spate of unexplained deaths surrounding the
woman and her child. With St Margaret's set for
demolition, Sam has only hours to piece together
a sixty-year-old mystery before the truth, which
lies disturbingly close to home, is lost for ever...
Read her letter. Remember her story... 'What a
heartfelt emotional story, made even more so
because it's based on a shocking truth. I raced
through it, involved, moved and gripped' Fanny
Blake
Girl in Glass - Deanna Fei 2015-07-14
Winner of 2016 Books for a Better Life Award A
Washington Post Book Club Selection A Public
Books Favorite Book of 2015 When her daughter
was born nearly four months premature, Deanna
Fei confronted a shattering question: Had she
delivered a child or lost one? Over months in the
hospital, as she held the hand of a tiny baby
fighting for her life inside a glass box, she came
to grips with parenthood at its most elemental.
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Then, a year after she brought her daughter
home, the CEO of her husband's company
publicly blamed the medical bills of the
beautiful, now-thriving little girl for a cut in
employee benefits and attached a price tag to
her life, setting off a national firestorm. Girl in
Glass is the riveting story of one child's
harrowing journey and a mother's impassioned
defense of human worth against corporate
disregard. With luminous prose and an
unflinching eye, Fei explores what it means to
save a life: from the front lines of a neonatal
intensive care unit to the perils of the American
health-care system; from decades of medical
innovation to the question of how we care for
our most vulnerable; and finally, to the potent
force of a child's will to live. Above all, Girl in
Glass is a testament to how love takes hold when
a new life defies all expectations.
Heartbreak Cafe - Penelope Stokes J. 2009-08-04
A touching novel full of Southern comfort for
fans of Joshilyn Jackson and Fannie Flagg. Dell
Haley's mama always said there were two things
a man couldn't get enough of: good cookin' and
good lovin'. Well, Dell knows she's got the
cookin' down pat, but her husband is getting
more than his fair share of lovin'-in another
woman's bed. And when he dies there, Dell's
predictable life comes to a screeching halt. Short
on money and education, Dell turns to the one
thing that has never let her down: her cooking.
For the first time in her life, Dell takes a huge
risk and opens a restaurant in a derelict diner on
the west end of town. The cafe gradually
becomes a gathering place for a motley crew of
people who become Dell's family. And yet, even
as her life becomes more solid, Dell is plagued
by the memory of her husband's betrayal-but the
answers she seeks may have a higher price than
she's willing to pay.
Love You Forever - Robert N. Munsch 1986
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man,
a mother secretly rocks him each night as he
sleeps.
A Fool for Love - Lakeyta Lewis 2013-11
Mia's boyfriend knows more about her than
anyone else in her life, but now he wants a break
from her-and their relationship. Thankfully, Mia
is a survivor. The last thing she wants is to be
alone, but she knows that she must find a way to
face her pain and move forward. As Mia
i-love-you-baby-girl-a-heartbreaking-true-story-o

struggles to gain control of her life, she moves
robotically through her days working for a Dallas
music label and her nights mourning the loss of
the one man she thought loved her as much as
she loved him. Newly promoted, Mia battles
competition at work, explores new relationships,
and soon learns that the road to happiness is
bumpier than she ever imagined. Even worse,
the moment everything seems to finally fall in
place, Mia realizes that someone has a personal
vendetta against her. In this contemporary tale
of love, betrayal, and revenge, the past and
present collide as a young woman wonders if,
after all she has endured, she will survive her
latest challenge.
Who Killed the Heartbreak Kid? - Mel Waldman
2006-02
"G-d wears many masks. And one is Groucho
Marx," a narrator of Mel Waldman's daring and
profoundly thoughtful novel declares. It is a clue
and testimony to the threads of humor and irony
that weave through this tale of erotic encounter,
romance, insanity and murder. Ranging from the
neighborhoods of Brooklyn to Manhattan's
Bleecker Street with stopovers at
Kennebunkport, Maine, Dr. Waldman composes
a dark and at times tender and moving fantasy of
a modern day Odysseus's quest for mental
stability and love. Who Killed the Heartbreak
Kid? is that rare mystery novel less concerned
with whodunit than with the riddles of the
human psyche. Sidney Offit, novelist, teacher
and curator of the George Polk Journalism
awards. Brooklyn noir and a thrilling ride
through the labyrinth of the human psyche,
revealing our darkest thoughts and emotions. A
must-read! Richard Freeman, Publisher of PBW.
Like a wild ride on the Coney Island Cyclone, it's
a breathtaking journey and murder mystery,
with an intriguing exploration of Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder and multiple personality through
the eyes of a trauma survivor. Non-stop
excitement! Richard E. Frenkel, M.D., author,
psychiatrist, psychoanalyst, researcher, lecturer,
and speaker at the United Nations.
It Doesn't Have to be That Way - Amy Jo
Hawkins 2014-11-24
It was a hot, Midwest summer evening in July
1987 when a random outing led them both to the
exact same place at the exact same time. The
attraction and connection seemed instant and
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overwhelming and before they knew it, this
sixteen and seventeen year old would find
themselves at a place where their lives would
never be the same. Amy Jo Hawkins shares the
very real and very raw story of this young couple
(Luke & Macy) who at young age, begin raising
a family while desperately trying to find
themselves along the way. Through marrying
young, countless trials and ultimately divorce,
Luke & Macy defy all odds and discover the true
meaning of love & forgiveness. With divorce as
prevalent as it is today, it’s virtually
incomprehensible to grasp this truly remarkable
story of how It Doesn’t Have to be That Way.
The Heartbreak Cowboy - Mina Beckett
2018-10-17
Old flames burn hotter the second time around...
It’s been four long years since McCrea Coldiron
watched Eleanor Mackenna walk out of his life.
He wasn’t ready for the marriage noose then and
never thought he would be. Single, free to do as
he pleases, and running the Promise Point Horse
Rescue Ranch are the things that make him sure
he was right to let Eleanor go… This is until she
comes back to town with a daughter he never
knew about in tow. Eleanor knows just how
badly McCrea can burn a woman and how
persuasive he can be when he wants something,
so she’s more than cautious about his charming
words and cocky grin when she comes home to
arrange the sale of her grandparents’ ranch. But
when a flat tire in a thunderstorm introduces
four-year-old Sophie to her daddy, Eleanor
knows McCrea’s love for his daughter is
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genuine. Can she trust it will be the same for
her? As the icy walls around her heart begin to
melt, Eleanor must find the courage to trust her
heart or run away from the man who has always
owned it. Being shown what he lost is a wake-up
call for McCrea and he isn’t about to let Eleanor
or Sophie walk away. It’s time to prove he’s a
man who believes in love and happy-ever-after.
keywords: cowboy romance, romance, small
town & rural, westerns, contemporary, family
saga, cowboy romance book, second chance
romance, secret baby, Texas, first love,
accidental pregnancy, alpha hero Reviews "The
Heartbreak Cowboy is a story about past hurts,
family, forgiveness and love. So much love. This
is a lovely story you need to have on your
Kindle!" -- USA Today Bestselling Author Naima
Simone "Are you looking for a book that you
can't put down? Pick up The Heartbreak
Cowboy... It is heartfelt and even had me
laughing. I could see this book made into a
movie on the Hallmark channel. I loved it so
much."-- Machiavellian Books "It was beautifully
written and I look forward to reading more of
her books. I'm a country girl at heart living at
the beach so reading this book made me feel at
home."--Mommy Reads too Much Magazine
"Caution! The Heartbreak Cowboy will break
your heart but don't worry, it'll all be better by
the last punctuation mark."-- Clutter Your Kindle
"Beckett writes her heart out in this hard-to-putdown book. She's made me a fan for life. I can't
wait for the next book in the Coldiron Cowboys
series."-- Taking Time for Mommy.
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